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SUMMARY 

FINAL REPORT 

CONTRACT NO. NAS5-24297 

ION DRIFT METER 

FOR 

DYNAMICS EXPLORER 

The Ion Drift Meter (I\)M) on the Dynamics Explorer B (DE-B) satellite 

was launched on August 3, 1981, 0956 UT ~rom the Western Test Range. Since 

turn-on of the instrument, it has performed well and data redu~~ion and 

analysis have started. Any anomalous instrument operation can be worked 

around or does not appear to adversely affect the data gathering or analysis 

of the instrument. I,ong-term data analysis and scientific results will be 

reported through publication in the appropriate scienti.fic journals. That 

effort is funded under a separate contract (NAS5-26068) between the Univer-

sity of Texas at Dallas and Goddard Space Flight Center. Other final reports 

(such as New Technology and equipment) for the hardware contract have been 

submitted per the contract under separate cover. Also it should be pointed 

out that all instrument design reviews were completed satisfactorily and all 

resulting action item~ closed. Design review data packages were delivered 

under separate cover at the appropriate time. 

The objective of the investigation is to provide a better understanding 

of the plasma dynamics in the magnetosphere. In particular the instrument 

will measure the components of the thermal ion bulk velocity perpendicular 

to the satellite velOCity vector. These measurements will be of value in 

quantifying the polar and auroral convective pattern, the refilling of the 
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plasmasphere after a magnetic storm, ,and in determining the extent of 

interhemisphere plasma flow. The particular measurements used here are 

based on a technique tested and proven ~~ Atmosphere Explorer. Unfortunately 

the complementary measurements with magnetollleters and electric field antennae 

(both AC and DC measurements) necessary to unravel the complete plasma behav- . 

ior were not made on Atmosphere Explorer, nor were conditions sampled far 

into the magnetosphete. These factors, plus the cooperative use of the 

upper and lower DE satellites, add whole new dimensions to the usefulness 

of the measurements. 

The investigation entails the in-situ measurement of the bulk motion 

of the ther~mal ions. These data, in conjunction with other measurements that 

will be carried out in the mission, will be extremely useful in our attempt 

to understand the coupling between the sola~ wind and ehe lower ionosphere 

and atmosphere. 

on: 

It is anticipated that these measurements will yield valuable information 

a) the ion convection (electric field) pattern in the auroral and 

polar ionosphere. 

b) the flow ions along magnetic field lines within the plasmasphere, 

whether this motion is simply a breathing of the protonosphere, 

a refilling of this region after a storm, or an interhemisphere 

transpo~t of plasma. 

c) velocity fields associated with ~mall scale phenomena that a~e 

important at both lotv and high latitudes. 

The detailed instrument parameters and investigative approach are 

presented in the following paper. 
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Abstract 

t~e ion drift meter for Dynamics Explorer B measures two 

mutually perpendicular angles of arrival of thermal ions with 

respect to the sensor look directions. ~hese angles lie in the 

vertical and horizontal planes and may be thought of as pitch 

and yaw in the convention41 aerodynamic sense. The components 

of the ion drift velocity along vertical and horizontal axes 

through the spacecraft body are derived to first order from 

knowledge of the spacecraft velocity vector and more accuratoly 

with additional knowledge of the component of ion drift along 

the sensor look direction. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An overview of the Dynamics Explorer program is given by Hoffman 

9:nd Schmerling. [1] Fulfillment of many of the scientific obj,tacl:i'/es of 

this mission require a knowledge of the motion of the ionospheric plasma. 

Motion of the ionospheric ions is important both to their distribution, 

composition and temperature. [2] Rapid motion affects the ion temperature 

by Joule heating and the ion composition by the dependenc.e of chemical t:bne 

constants on the ion energy. Convective motion of the ions can transport 

high CO'i\lcentrat:lons of ions from the dayside to the nightside of the high 

latitude ionosphere and s~gnificantly affect the concent~ati~ns that might 

be expected from simple solar and particle production. Motion of the ions 

parallel to t~e earth's magnetic field may in some cases constitute a net 

current while in others it may constitute a method of storing plasma during 

the day. [3] 

The component of the ion motion perpendicular to the earth's magnetic 

field is of course derivable fl"Om an electric and magn,etic field measurement. 

However, parallel to the magnetic field, the electrostatic field and the 

ion drift velocity are not simply related and constitute quite different 

geophysical parameters. Measurement of the ion drift velocity vector is 

made by the Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) and the Ion Drift Meter (IDM) 

on DE-B. Thesp. instruments are mounted so that they look along the space-

craft X axis, and figure la) shows the relationship between the direction 

of the incoming ions with respect to the spacecraft and the spacecraft axes 

X, 'i and Z. In the spacecraft frame the ion velocity V is made up of the 

i S ambient ion velocity V and the spacecraft velocity V. The velocity com-
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ponents parallel and perpendicular to the sensor look direction VI I and 

VI are determined by the RPA and IDM respe~,tive1y. 'the RPA is described 

in detail by Hanson et a1.[4]. 'the ion velocity perpendicular to the sensor 

look direction is made up of two components along the Y and Z axes of the 

spacecraft. Figure 1b) shows a projection onto the XZ plane ~f the situation 

in figure 1a) and illustrates the relationship 

-VZ
S + VZ

i ~ <-VXS + Vx
i
) tan a • VI I tan a 

tb~t is used to determine Vz
i • A similar relationship between Vy

i tan ~ 

and VI I is used to determine Vy
i • 'the segmented collector shown in figure 1b) 

illustrates that a natural asymmetry in the current to opposite collector . . 
segments results if a is non zero. Since the ion current to the collector 

is proportional to the irradiated area it can be shown that the ratio a of 

currents to each collector pair is given by 

a W/2 + D tan a 
• W/2 - D tan a 

The IDM determines the current ratio a to measure the arrival angle a. By 

utilizing 4 collector segments connected in pairs a similar geometry in 

the XY plane can be established and the angle S can be determined. It can 

be seen that the spacecraft vel~city along the X, Y and Z axes as well as 

the ambient ion drift velocity along the X axis is required to determine 

Vy and Vz from a and S. Thus, knowledge of the spacecraft attitude and the 

RPA derived component of ion velo~ity is required to produce Vy and Vz with 

their smallest error. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

The IDM for DE-B is very similar in design to those used suc~essfully 

on the AE satellites. [5] A sensor consists of a square entrance aperture 

that serves as a collimator, some electrically isolating grids and a segmented 

planar collector. The angle of arrival of the ions with respect to the sensor 

is determined by measuring the ratio of the currents to the different collec-

tor segments. This ratio is determined by taking the difference in the logarithms 

of the current. We use two techniques to determine this ratio. In the first, 

called the stand&rd drift sensor (SDS), the collector segments are connected 

in pairs to two logarithmic amplifiers. These 105 amplifiers provide the 

inputs to a single 11near difference amplifier that measures either a horizon

tal arrival angle or the vertical arrival angle. The logarithmic amplifiers 

-11 -6 have a 5 decade dynamic range measuring currents from 10 amps to 10 amps. 

The linear difference amplifier h~s three 5ensit:!.vity ranges with sensitivities 

successively differing by a factor of 4, which provides a total dynamic range 

equivalent to about plus to minus SO degrees in ion arrival angle. This 

technique is described in detail by Hanson and Hee1is.(6] It has the advantage 

that absolute d~tferences between the log electrometers can be eliminated by 

a rezeroing technique, but a d~.sadvantage that the horizontal and vertical 

arrival angles cannot be determined simultaneously. In addition, this technique 

involves some switching at the collectors themselves and thus the collectors 

are maintained at ground potential to minimize the effects of electrical 

transients. 

The desire to perform the horizontal and vertical measurements simul-

taneously and to have the ability to bias the collector above and below ground 

potential in order to investigate other instrument cha~acteristics led to the 

design of an alternative technique called the universal drift sensor CUDS). 
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With this technique each collector segment is permanently connected to a 

logarithmic amplifier and two difference amplifiers are used to determine the 

horizontal and vetticol arrival angles simultaneously. The logarithmic 

amplifiers are identical to those used in the SDS. The difference amplifiers 

have four ranges each different by IiO so that a total dynami~ range equivalent 

to about plus to minus 50 degrees in ion arrival angle is again available. The 

UDS advantage of simultaneity in angle measurements is compromised by the fact 

that absolute differences betwa~n the electrometers cannot be eliminated from 

the difference amplifier output. . 'rhe IDM consists of two sensors -

one providing the SDS cutpvt and the other providing the UDS output. Each 

sensor is provided with ~ main frame telemetry words for analog signals and 

a digital word p~oviding range and instrument function information. For each 

sensor. the difference amplifier output is telemetered as the primary signal 

that is almost directly proportional to the ion arrival angle. Sampling nf 

this output is preceded by a seq'uence of operations that are synchronized to 

the telemetry and are different for the SDS and the UDS. 

Mechanically, the size and grid arrangements for the two sensors 

are identical and are shown in cross-section in figure 2. 'rhe entrance 

apertures are covered by double grids, Gl , that are grounded and surrounded 

by a flat gold plated ground plane to ensure that transverse electric fields are 

minimized inside and outside the sensor. 'rhe grid G2 is always grounded 

in the SDS to provide a field free drift space inside the instrument. In 

the ODS different: potentials are applied to this grid to investigate 

the effects of spurious currents that will be described later. The instru-

ment sensitivity can be drastically changed when hydrogen ions are present, 

since their random thermal velocity is comparabla to the spacecraft velocity.[6] 
.!.. 

While correcticn for this sensitivity change can be made, 0' ions are almost 

always present to allow a signal from ions whose random thermal velocity is 
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much smaller than tbe spacecraft velocity. Thus grid G3 may ba biased 

at a small positive potential to prevent hydrogen ions from striking the 

collector. Grid G4 is always biased at -15V to prevent thermal electrons from 

striking the collector and to suppress photo-emission from the collector. The 

collector itself is grounded in the SDS, whereas in the UDS it 

is biased at -2 V or +17 V~ depending on its mode of operation. A summary of 

the instrument's characteristics and functions is given in Table 1. 

SDS Operation 

As was pointed out earl~er, the SDS has the advantage that absolute 

differences between the logarithmic wmplifiers can be removed from the arrival 

angle determination. These differences are removed by performing a "rezero" and 

"offset" sequence •. During a IIrezero" operation the output of the difference 

amplifier is stored in a capacitor Qnd this value is set to the middle of the 

telemetry band (2.5 V) to ensure nuL~imum sensitivity to subsequent deviations of 

either sign. The inputs to the logarithmic amplifiers are then inr.erchanged Gnd the 

difference amplifier output relative to the capacitor value is te1emetered. 

Thus a value equal to twice the absolute "offset" between the two logarithmic 

amplifiers is te1emetered. Following this offset operation the original log

arithmic amplifier inputs are re-estab1isbed and values relative to the rezero 

value are telemetered until the sequence is repeated. Ouring the rezero and 

offset sequences the difference amplifier input passes through a 3 pole Bessel 

filter that is 3 dB down at 270 Hz to lessen the effects of switching transients. 

Sub~e'.i't,iently a slower fil.ter that is 3 dB down at 27 Hz is used to prevent 

aliasing at the s,S1Ilple rate. Ground commands are used to determine if the 

rezero and offset sequence occupies 1/8 second or 1/16 second and to' set the 

repeat frequency for rezero and offset sequences to 1/8 second or 8 seconds. 
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During these operations any ('ne of 16 positive bias voltages 

between 0 to +3.75 V in O.2S volt incremel~es can be selected by ground cotmnand 

~nd applied to grid G3 to prevent H+ ion~ fro~ striking the collector. In gen~ral 

this grid will either be grounded or have the minim~ voltage necessary to retard 

a+ ions applied to it. In addition, ground commands are available so that the 

collector configuration for rezero and offset ~equences and subsequent relative 

arrival angles may alternate between horizontal and vertical angles or be fixed on 

either one. If the rezero and offset sequence ;f,s repeated only every 8 seconds 

there is a substantial period during which there is no collector or electronic 

switching, and the absence of transients from these operations makes the data 

amenable to power ~pectral analysis. The RPA has associated with it a series 

of 6 filters covering (.tm range 64 Hz to 8.5 KHz in factors of e, and it will 

be possible to share the lOt;'er .5 of theSe filters between the tgtru.. ion c;;urrent 

measured by the REA and the horizontal or vertical arrival angle measured by 

the SDS. Thus a measure of the small-scale structure in the velocity will be 

available. Details of the filter bank are described more fully by Hanson et al.I4] 

UDS Operation 

For this sensor great care has been taken to remove any offsets 

between the logarithmic amplifiers that might be interpreted as ambient ion drifts. 

Nevertheless, precautio~Q must be taken to ensure that such offsets do not 

adversely affect the signal and prevent us from making use of th~ instrument 

sensitivity. In order to ensure such sensitivity the difference amplifier 

output is periodically grounded through a capacitor and the telemetry output 

is set to the middle of the telemetry band. Subsequently the difference 

amplifier output is monitored relative to the newly established "zero" on 



the capacitor and with max~1.UIl sensitivity to deviations of eithor sign. 

During thi~ zero operation the abealute output of each logarithmic amplifier 

is also telametQred. The "zero" operation occupies 1/16 second and is 

repeated every 8 seconds. Since only single collector segments lupply the 

inputs to the difference amplifiers, there are always two collector pairs 

that provide horizontal or vertical arrival angles. The, UDS provides auto

matic selection of a collector segment pair for a given arrival angle 

direction by determining the collector segment with the largest current afid 

selecting it and the appropriate adjacent quadrant. 'The capability 

also exis'ts to override the automatic collector selection in case of 

failure and to dete~iae tbe characteristics of all the logarithmic amplifiers. 

It is, therefore, possible to select a given collector segment and the appro

priate adjacent quadrant by ground command. Ground commands are also used 

to enable . each,difference amplifier to be configured for horizontal 

ion arrival angles only, vertical ion arrival angles only or alternate between 

horizontal and vertical at the "zero" sequence repeat rate (8 seconds). As 

with the SDS anyone of 16 positive bias voltages between 0 and +3.75 V in 

0.25 V increments can be selected by ground command and applied to the 

repeller grid G3 to prevent H+ ions from striking the collector., 

It has been well established in data from the Atmosphere Explorer 

satellites that neutral particle impacts on the drift meter collectors can 

produce ion emission that can distort the output signal and in some cases 

completely dominate the ambient ion current. [4] These net negative 

currents can be measured with the ODS. Here the shield grid G2 is 

biased at +15 V to prevent ambient ions from striking the collector. The 

collector is biased at +17 V to ensure that any ions leavin~ the collector 

can overcom~ the +13 V shield grid potential and not return to the collector, 
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and the suppressor ~~id is maintained at -15 volta. In this confiBur~tlon 

we are able to mGa.u~e the absolute ion currents produced by neutral particla 

impact. In addition, if the ion emission from the collectors is uniform 

across the cnllector 8urfac" the difference amplifier output should be 

p~oportional to the neutral particle arrival angle SQd hence to the trans

verse neutral drift velocity. While we have limited confidence that this 

mode will produce geophysical data, it might provide excellent dat~ concern

ing the nature of these backgroun~ currents. 

Negative collector currents also result from energetic electrons and 

photoelectrons that strike the collectors. We are able to assess th~ effect 

of these signals on our data by u~ins the previous grid voltage configuration 

except that the col~ect~r is biased at -2 V to suppress 'the liberation of 

ions discussed above. 

In all the above functions the 8 sec cycle time described at the 

beginning of the DDS description is preserved. However, in recognition of 

the fact that ther~ is a possibility of providing neutral particle drift 

data, a mode is alsa included that allows the ODS to alternate between amb±ent 

ion measu~ements and neutral particle measu&ements every 1/4 second. 

In principle the ODS is capable of providing simultaneous horizontal 

and vertical ion arrival angle data, although the technique has not been 

tried before. In the unlikely event that this ~roves to be s\lperior- to the 

SDS sensor or that the SDS sensor should fail t we have the capability to 

assign all the telemetry to the UDS by ground command. In this mode we can 

regain the 1/64 sec resolution en simultaneous measurements available from 

operating the UDS and SDS in tandem. 

I 



Weight Electronics Box 
Sensors 

TABLE I: INSTB,UMENT SUMMARY 

2.20 kg 
1. 70 kg -

TOTAL 3.90 kg 

Power 3.5 watts 

Telemetry 1.28 kbps 

Grid Biases SDS -
Ions.. 

Collector 0 -2 
Suppressor G4 -l!l -15 
Repeller G3 0-3.75 0-3.75 
Shield G2 0 0 
Input Gl 0 0 

UDS 

Neutr.als Electrons 

+17 -2 

-15 -15 

0-3.75 0-3.'75 

+15 +15 

0 0 

Geophysical Parameters Range Accuracy 
Nominal 

Resolution 

Transverse Horizontal ion drift -4 kIll/ sec to + 4. k:m/ sec 
Transv<il:r.se Vertical ion drift -4 kIn/sec to + 4, k:m/sec 

+ 50 m/sec'k 

+ 50 m/sec 

* The instrument sensitivity is about 3 m/sec and an accuracy of 50 m/sec is 
determined from the expected accuracy in vehicle attitude determination of 
about 0.5 degrees. 

1/32 sec 
1/32 sec 
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DATA PRESENTATION 

RoutinQ dato. proc::essing for both UDS and SDS t~ill be p@'rfonn~d by 

progrums run on the Science Data Processing System. M.i.crofilm/microfiche 

displays will be the primary source of visual duta; Figure 3 shows a typical 

microfilm display. The data will initially be converted frum arrival angle 

to drift velocity assuming the 'ram component of drift from the RPA is zero. 

In general the X component of the spacecraft velocity will be much larger 

than the same c.omponent of th~ ambient iQn drift velocity and the error in 

the derived velocity components alons tho. Y and Z axes ~~ill be quite small. 

The data are plotted independently for the UDS and the SDS and a 20 minute 

frame will contuin data points every 1/4 sec. The datu will 'be stared at 

this time base in the ~lission Analysis Files (MAF's). In addition, when 

data are available at highe~ time resolution additional plot frames will 

be produced in 1 minute frames. These hi~h resolution data will not be 

s tared in HAF IS. The display will :;h,)',,, ana or two velocity components for 

SOS dependi~g upon the instrument mode and differentiated by different line 

patterns. In addition the components of the spacecraft velocity relative 

to a corotating atmosphere along the two transversa n."tes Y and z: are also 

. plotted. 'rhese will be labelled "pitch" and "yaw" respectively and are 

denoted by dashed lines in tha figure. 

The UDS display ~dll show a maximum of four velocities corresponding 

to pitch and yuw angles meaElured by each diffet'ence amplifier. We B."tpect 

that correspondiD.S pitch and yaw values will be very close, but the ability 

to view them simultant~ously will provide the integrity checks that are needed. 
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III addition, the pitch. and yaw data described previously ,0.11 be plotted. 

Routine operations on the Hission Analysis Computing System (MACS) will 

involve the generation of ion drift velocity vectors and their 

graphical presentation as line plots and on pol~r dials. Figure 4 shows 

an example of such a display. The three components of ion drift together 

with additional information available from the RPA and filter banl(S will 

be stored in a revised MAF. 'Xhe displays from these routine operations ,~ill 

be produced On microfilm and microfiche. The displays sho~ in Figure 4 will 

also be available from a fully interactive graphics program available to DE 

investigators. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

A three-dimensional view and 1 dimensional projection of the geomerry 

involved in ion arrival angle measurements by the 1DH. 

Schematic cross-section of the 1DM sensor showing the grid configuration 

and segmented collector. 

Typical example of e."tpected ion drift velocity output as a function of 

time along the satellite track. Data from Atmosphere Explorer are 

~sedto illus!=rate the variations that can be e."tpected. Pitch and 

yaw traces ~ill be identified by different line patterns. 

Example of refined data display available from geophysical parameters 

derived from the IDM and RPA. Again Atmosphere Explorer data 

are used, but better resolution will be available from DE. 
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SUMMARY 

FINAL REPORT 

CONTRACT NO. NASS-24298 

RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 

FOR 

DYNAMICS EXPLORER 

The Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) on the Dynamics Explorer B 

(DE-B) satellite was launched on August 3~ 1981, 0956 UT from the Western 

Test Range. Since turn-on of the inst~ument, it has performed well and 

data reduction and analysis have started. Any anomalous instrument operation 

can be worked around or does not appear to adversely affect the data gather

ing of the instrUment. Long-term data analysis and scientific results will 

be reported through publication in the appropriate scientific journals. 

That effort is funded under a separate contract (NAS5-2607l) between the 

UniversHy of Texas at Dallas and Goddard Space Flight Center. Other fin6\1 

reports (such as New Technology and equipment) for the hardware contract 

have been submitted per the contract under separate cover. Also it should 

be pointed out that all instrument design reviews were completed satisfactorily 

and all resulting action items closed. Design review data packages were 

delivered under separate cover at the appropriate time. 

It has been demonstrated on Atmosphere Explorer that it is possible to 

use data from a carefully designed Retarding Potential Analyzer to measure 

the ram component of the plasma velocity. Since the other two components 

of the plasma velocity are readily obtainable from an Ion Drift Meter (also 

flown on AE by UTD) , it is thus possible to obtain the complete vector velocity 

of the bulk plasma motion both along and perpendicular to the magnetic field 
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in a noninterfering manner, i.e. without the use of booms, antennae, or 

external electric and magnetic fields. 

These techniques have not previously been available, and on A.E. the 

lack of magnetometers and electric field (AC and DC) instruments haR pre

cluded many of the useful correlative studies that can be expected on DE 

relating to auroral current sheets and other high latitude activity, 

This particular investigation defines the thermal structure, bulk motion, 

and concenttacion of the thermal ions within the ionosphere and plasIDasphere. 

Kllowledge of these parameters, together with others (e,g" particle fluxes, 

magnetic fields, electric fields, airglow, neutral winds, etc.) that will 

be measured on the same two spacecraft will allow a very realistic attack 

to be made on many aspects of the solar wind-atmospheric interaction. The 

measurements are made with a mult:tgr:Ud .. ,.d planar Retarding Potential Analyzer 

very similar in concept and geometry to the instruments carried in the current 

Atmosphere Explorer satellites. 

The detailed instrument parameters and investigative approach are 

presented in the following paper. 
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Abstract 

the Retarding Potential Analyzer for DynamicB Explorer B 

measures the bulk ion velocity in the di~ection of the spacecraft 

motion, the constituent ion concentrations and the ion temperature 

along the satellite path. These paramete~~ are derived from a 

least squares fit to the ion ~umber flux versus energy curve 

obtained by sweeping or stepping the voltage applied to the 

inter~al retarding grids of the RPA. In addition, the spectral 

characteristics of irregularities in the total ion concentration 

are determined by high time resolution measurements and by use of 

a comb filter. these data are obtained from a separate wide aperture 

sensor. 



INTRODUCTION 

The planar retarding potential analyzer (RPA) is a device that measures 

the energy spectrum of the ambient thermal ions in the vehicle frame of ref

erence on the D~!namics Explorer-B (DE-B) spacecraft. The instrument described 

here has a lineage that goes back. over 20 years. [1],[2],[3] Its precedessors 

have been flown un several rockets, Air Force satellites, OGO-6, Viking, and 

Atmosphere Explorers (AE) 0, D, and E. Initially the RPA was used to measure the 

ion concentration (Ni ) and ion temperature (Ti ). In satellites it can also 

sort Ni into its constituent parts if the various ions present have Widely 

different masses. On OGO-6 a sensitive mode for studying detailed changes 

in Ni was introduced [2] that was intended to look. for whistler "ducts." 

Even there. these func.tions were ascribed to the "duct.".moge,· though ~he 

techniqu€s ~mployed ha~e evolVed considerably. Tests with the OGO-6 data 

also revealed the capability of meas~ring the bulk ion velocity component 

normal to the sensor face, and this parameter was routinely derived from 

the AE data. On AE both the ion characteristic curves and their derivatives 

were measured since it was anticipated that the latter would be more easily 

analyzed. [31 On Viking, digital stepping of the retarding potential was 

employed, rather than a continuous voltage ramp. E4] 

In conjunction with the Ion Drift Meter (IDM), also described in this 

+ 
volume [5], the complete bulk. ion velocity vector Vd is measured from DE-B. This 

quantity is fundamental to many of the science objectives of DE at all latitudes. 

The ion motion affects the ion temperature, both enhancing[6] and diminish-

ing[7] itJ and it can also strongly perturb the ion composition at high 

latitudest8]. In addition, it has been observed on AE that there is d1:en 
+ 

a strong correlation betwe~n Vd and Ni down to scale sizes of less than 1 km. 
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Various kinds of plasma instabilities are suspected to be operntive in the 

ionosphere, but to date good evidence for them, particularly at high and 

mid latitudes, has not been well documented. 
4-

TIle combine'J V d and I'll data 

from DE will cover a large dynamic ran~~ in both amplitude and scnle size, 

and it is reasonable to expect that a significant amount will be learned about: 

plasma turbulence, the more so because of the electric and magnetic wave 

fields also being measured. 

INS'l:RUHENT,DESCRIP'l:ION 

A. RPA Sensor Functions 

The DE RPA utilizes the planar retarding potential analyzer 

sansor sholYn in figure 1, which is oriented with its front face nearly 

normal to the vehicle velocity vector. Ions entering the aperture in 

the sensor face pass through a region that: is electricall',;!' segmented by 

a serj.es of gold plated tungsten grids before striking the solid collector. 

The collector ion currents are measured by a linear, automatic ranging 

electrometer. 

The two sensor entrance grids are grounded to the vehicle and 

surrounded by a conducting ground plane. The next grid inwnr~ 

is the double retarding grid, to which a time-varying ,electric potential 

is applied. The suppressor grid is held at: a negative potential (~15 volts) 

to prevent low-energy ambient electrons from reaching the collector and to 

prevent secondary-electron escape from the collector. The function of the 

shield grid is to protect t~~ electrometer connected to the coll~etor from 

the electrical transients generated by changing potentials on the retarding 

gdds; it is also held at vehicle ground. All the grids are woven from 0.025 

mm (1 mil) wi~e, and the number of wires per inch for each grid (in two 
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perpendicular directions) is indicated in parentheses in the figure. 

The retarding potential is variable in the range front ".~proxi

mately +32V to av. The details of this voltage trace, and whether it is 

continuous or stepped, depend on the operating mode of the instrument. 

The automatic ranging absolute linear electromete~ measures the collector 

c'.lrrent versus retarding voltage, and the derivative of the :l.on current 

with respect to retarding voltage can also be measured s:l.multaneously. 

The derivative is uleasured by superposing a small 3400-Hz voltage 

on the retarding grid voltage. The modulation of thl!< ion current at '1400 Hz, 

which is proportional to the de:t::l.vative of the ion curre.nt w:l.th respec,', to 

the retarding grid voltage, is synchronously detected, tllen amplified and fil-

tered before being presented to the spacecraft data acquisit:l.on system. The 

main electrometer has 8 sensitiv:l.ty ranges, with adjacent ranges d:l.£fering in 

sensit:l.vity by 101/2 , whereas the ranging der:l.vat:l.ve ampl:l.fier has s~~ 

sensitiv:l.ty ranges (also with 101/2 sensitivity ratio). During the deriva-

tive operat:l.on the main electrometer and the der:l.vative amplifier can each 

be mon:l.tored by 2 minor frame analog telemetry words, or all 4 words can 

be assigned to the derivative amplifier. The sensitiv:l.ty ranges of the 

tl~o devices are both monitored with minor frame digital words. 

The ion-current charactel!'istics measured in these modes is the primary 

data transmitted to the ground from the RPA. Subsequently a, least-squares 

fitting technique is used to retr ..... :ave the ion temperature, total ion . 
(electron) concentration, information on the composition of major ions, the 

vehicle potential, and the component of the ion-drift velocity tha~ is 

parallel to the sensor normal (vd ). In essence this velocity component 

is ~~tracted from the least-squares fitting by finding the mean energy 

separation between ions of different mass and comparing this energy to that 

expected from just the vehicle velocity itself. 



B. Duct 5enr.?r Functions 

On previous missions we have utilized the same sensor on a 

time-share basis to measure both the RPA curves and the \o:;mall scale irregu

larities in Nit A separate sensor is used here for the Ni measurements 

to avoid time sharing and to achieve a faster el.ectrometer 

response by using a larger collecting area. The duct sensor is shown in 

figure 2. I~ has approximately 5 times greater effective collecting ars~ 

than the RPA sensor, and except for the negative- electron-suppressor grid 

all elements are held at spacecraft ground. 

The ion current to the collector is measured 64 times per second, 

approximately every 120 meters of flight path. These measur~~ents can be 

taken directly from the duct electrometer, or from a difference amplifier 

that examines changes in the ion current wit.h a 10 times increase in 

sensitivity. To prevent aliasing, these signals are p.;;1,ssed through a 

three-pole Bessel filter with a 32 hz cutoff before being telemetered. 

The ionospheric irregularity meas~rements are extended to much 

smaller scale sizes on DE with the aid of a comb filter bank. 51."( filters 

are employed, each having a bandwidth of a factor of e (2.72); their 

frequency ranges and mean scale mzesare given in Table 1. These filters 

are connected to a linear wide band amplifier with 5 sensitivity ranges 

that differ successively by 10~ in gain. The·smplifier sensitivity is 
.' ....... ' - .... _-.. ''''''''. - " 

controlled by feedback from the filter with the largest output voltage. The 

filters measure the mean irregularity power within their respective bandwidths 
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Table 1 

Filter Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Frequency band (hz) 32-86 86-233 233-630 630-1700 1700-4600 4600-12400 

Mean scale size (m) 125 46.~ 17.2 6.35 2.35 0.87 
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with about a 45 ms averaging time~ Their outputs are sampled every 2 seconds 

within .;;. period of 375 ms. The wide band amplifier normally monitors 

the output of the duct ~lectrumeter, but every other 2 second period it can 

be assigned to the difference amplifier output from the Ion Drift Met~r.t5] 

In effect this permits the determination of the irregularity power in tho 

transverse ion drift velocity components at the same scale sizes as those 

at which Ni inegularities are being examined. 

Operations 

A. RPA Hodes 

The various RPA mbdes are differentiated by the manner in which 

the retarding potential varies with Lime. ~Qis potential can be varied 

in continuous linear ramps or it can be stepped digitally. In both cases 

11 3400 hz "wiggle" voltage of selectable amplitude (including zero) 

is superposed to permit measurement of the derivative of the thermal ion 

energy spectrum. 

Consider first the stepped digital modes. Tb(~ digital voltages are 

obtained from an 8 bit digital to analog converter with 10 bit accuracy. The 

maximum potential of 31.875 volts is divided into 255 equal increments (256 

positions) of 125 mv each, and the dwell time per step can be either 16 ms or 

32 ms. 'l:here is also a digital memory ~dth 256 locations made u.p of 8 blocks 

of 32 twelve bit words. The first 8 bits of each wo~d define one of 256 

voltage stepper positions and the ne."tt three bits define !:;~le wiggle ampli-

tude to be superposed. 'l:he 8 possible wiggle peak to peak amplitudes are 

A., 25 mv, 50 mv, 100 mv, 200 mv, 300 mv, 450 mv, and 600 mv. The twelfth 

memory word hit selects the output of either the main electrometer or 

derivative amplifier to be telemetered. This memory can be reloaded in 

an arbitrary manner oy gronnd command. tfuen the memory is used to control 



the ~eta~ding grid potential any tvo of the 8 blocks can be selected to 

be used alternately. These 64 st~~s will occur in one second i~ 16 ms 

steps are used, or 2 seconds if 32 ms stops are selected. It is anticipated 

that this will constitute the principal RPA mode of operation. 

Another mode of digital operation, called the counter mode, has a nearly 

fixed format with a four-second cycle time. First the ramp voltage is stepped 

from 31.5 volts to zero in 64 0.5 volt steps with a finite wiggle amplitude. 

During the ne."tt sweep cycle the ramp voltage is stepped ;e~om 7.875 volts to zero 

in 64 0.125 volt steps, again with finite wiggle amplitudes. These two r,~nges 

are normally repeated with zero wiggle amplitude. If a 32 ms dwell time is 

selected, then only the fi.r.st two ramps occur, but both. th~ electrometer and 

derivative amplifier will be sampled each step. The 5 basic linear ramp voltage 

swegps aVRilnbl~ to control the retarding grid potential are described i~ Table 2. 

All but the first one mny be used alone, or the first can be alternated with. any 

of the last four. In addition, the two 12 volt or the two 24 volt ramps can 

be alternated. The wiggle amplitude can be separately chosen for sweep No. 1 

and its alternate. 

Table 2 

Sweep No. 1 2 3 4 5 

Sweep range 0+3 12 + 0 o + 12 24 + 0 o + 24 
(volts) 

Sweep period 300 350 350 700 700 
(ms) 

r 
I: 

I 

i 
II Il 
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B. Duct Modes 

~he sampling of changes in the duct se~so~ ion current is designed 

to provide higher sensitivity when the ionosphere is smooth than when it is 

rough. When the ionosphe~e is rough it is also desirable to have relatively 

long continuous blocks of data for spectral analysis. ~his increased sensitiv

ity is achieved in essence by periodically storing the electrometer output 

voltage at one terminal of a difference amplifier with a gain of 10 X, then 

connecting the live electrometer to the other difference amplifier terminal. 

~he difference amplifier output is simultaneously set to the midpoint of ~he 

0-5 rf' analog output so that both positive and negativ~ changes in Ni c~m, be 

measured. When I ANi/Nil becomes of the order o~ 0.1 (depending on ~he elec

trometer voltage) the difference amplif!ar will. hit either the upper or lower 

edge of the output band, at which poifit the duct electrometer is monitored 

directly. Enable pulses accompanying ~ch of the RPA words on the 

subcommutated telemetry frame are used to control the timing of this 

switching procedure. ~hese enable pulses occur every 2 seconds. If the 

difference amplifier over-r~nge occurs within 1 second, the words are switched 

back to the electrometer through the next 8 digital sub com enable pulses 

(17 to 18 seconds~. At the end of this period, they are switched back to the 

amplifier. If over-range occurs again within 1 5~cond, the words are switched 

back to the electrometer for ano~her 17 to 18 second period. If over-range 

does not occur during the 1 second period, one of the two following events 

will occur: 

a. An amplifier over-rang~ will switch the words to the electrometer 

and the n~~t digital subcom enable pulse will initiate a new cycle; 

b. Aft~r a 16 secotld period, the words are switched to the elec

trometer for 1 minor telemetry frame (62.5 ms') and then a new 

cycle is initiated. 
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Thus if the ionosphere is relatively smooth, i.e., with ANi/Ni of less than 

a few percent, it will be seen in large blocks of amplifier data. If the iono-

sphere is rough, then large blocks of duct electrometer dal~a will be taken. At. 

high latitudes the ionosphere is almost always rough by these standards. 

As previously described, there is a comb filter bank that samples 

the irregularity power in (ANi/Ni) every two seconds (every four seconds 

if the filter is being shared with IDM). It will be possible on command 

transfer to monitor the first 5 filters every 1/4 second. 

-DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION 

It is anticipated that all routine data processing will be performed 

bJ programs run on the DE Science Data Processing- System at Goddard Space Fli~ht 

Cep,t;er. Such large quantities of data can be surveyed '':,'ost effectively 

by examining visual data displays, and the data will be plotted on 

microfiche in several different formats to aid in its digestion. Many of 

the data, particularly derived parameters, will also be stored on the 

computer in mission analysis files (MAF's).[9] For checking data validity 

and for examining small scale phenomena, routine plots will be made of 

measured ion characteristic curves and their comput\· fits, as well as of 

the raw data and spectral analysis of 4 second (and larger) segments of the 

duct detector data. 

Plots of ionospheric parameters will usually be made in 20 minute frames. 

A routine merging of the ram ion drift velocity component from the RPA with the 

transverse components from the Ion Drift Meter will take place using data from 

the mission analysis files. The combined results will be available on the 20 

minute time plots as well as in a polar plot format (see IDM description in[S]). 

+ + + The ion temperature, ion constituent concentrations (of H , He ,0 and of 

molecular ions near perigee), the spacecraft potential, the ram ion drift com-



ponent, and a. crude ionospheric roughness paramet.,r will all tIe plotted together 

in a 20 minute time frame. In addition, the spectral power of ionospheric 

irregularities over a range of e13 in scale size (from less than 1 m to 

>100 km) will also be pl~tted in 13 separate spectral banda in 20 ~nute 

time frames. 

Many specialized plot routines, having ~ome flexibility in 

parameters plotted (including those available from the MAF files from other 

instr.uments) as well as in format,will be utilized on the U'J:D graphics 

terminals~ 'this software will be avail.able to other DE investigators with 

compatible hardware. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 Schematic cross section of RPA sensor. 

Figure 2 

All exposed surfaces and inner elements of the RPA seu~or, 

except insulators, are gold plated. Ihe numbers i~ paren

thesis describing the grids give the number of one mil wires 

per inch. The nominal grid element separation is 2.5 mm. 

Schematic cross section of duct sensor. 

The duct sensor has the same characteristics as the RPA sensor 

except for the aperture size and the number of grids. 
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